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Why  “3” - The triumvirate 
Many associates/representatives and others have written to me

and phoned, asking the reason I established a “triumvirate”, following

the diaries of the old Rome, instead of deciding to appoint at the top

only one person as chairman/president.

The reply can be found regarding the importance of the number  “3” 

“3” the perfect number

“Cabalistic reasons? Mystery? Rituals? Only practice? Canonical

Rhythmic? Magic number?  Only superstition? Mystical dogma? Lu-

cifer omen? 

It is used to represent many things however simply in the context of

our art, it (the number three) is in fact cyclic (as in the three steps in

Kata). 

Each of these hypothesis, some more some less, has its validity, and

without thinking too much we can accept the explanation,  (for this is

sufficient to read a lot of publications)

I imagine we could soon count on many replies, that even if apparent-

ly marginal, could give us interesting revelations.

But in reality it is not like this! After the  passing away of  the Soke

Dai Robert Clark (2012), I have had to manage the Federation per-

sonally and completely.

First of all, I put my face in the first line, apart from being the presi-

dent and also a man of budo, in every aspect.

Not one arrived as a  “mistake”.

I needed  4 years  in order to let the Federation grow and to choose a

substitution in the  hierarchic scale : Soke, Sho-Dai Robert Clark (the

first) and Shike GSB

To find a  “second” Ni-Dai is difficult. More than that, it is very difficult.

Who has the opportunity to travel every week? to invest time, money

for a dream of two “travel companion” of  40° years ago? And with an

independent job!

So I have studied the young forces, the third generation and I have

chosen Barnea Amir (Israel) ; Draghi Stefano (Italy);Toney David (Ire-

land)

I stop here !!  They will be the  “3”chairmen and the  5 vice chairmen:

Bruce Bethers (Usa),  Josef Oberhollenzer (Germany),  Peter Pace

(Australia), Hesham Saleh Aljaser (Kuwait) and Kozo Kuniba (Japan);

to show their skill and who will be the true successor after the “real”

elections will be done in 2020.

I’m happy about my

choice. I hope I can per-

suade you the same

and to respect me con-

tinuing on the other side

of the table simply as

Iemoto Kaigi “founder”.

Oss

Dott Giacomo Spartaco

Bertoletti 5th Shike 

Koden ENSHINRYU

Honmon ENSHINRYU-

BUJUTSU Iemote Kaiji

co Founder 

“Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”

At the source

of the Bushido
“Our life is short as the

flight of an arrow. If the

wood is right, it will strike where the Archer wants”

One of his famous followers is Shiro Saigo (1866/1922) of Daito ryu,

passed to Kodokan Judo (ju-jitsu). He became one of the strongest

champions, before abandoning everything to avoid having to choose

one or l ‘ other.

Kyu- jutsu
Perhaps even more than the sword, katana, bow, yumi and the arrow

represent for the ancient Japanese the magic of the spirit of the war-

rior and the concept of “kyu-sen”. In the mythology we find many en-

chanted swords, but it is with a magic bow linked to the “god of war

Hachimon” who Jimmu Tenno (711-585 A.C.), the first emperor, con-

quered the East of the country and the prince Shotoku (the prince

Umayado, known also as  Shōtoku Taishi 574-622 d.C) kills

Mononobe Moriya with a sacred arrow restoring peace.

In fact  the bow, a shamatic weapon that launches a bridge  between

earth and heaven –chi/ten-as does the lightning of the gods, is pre-

sent in many  Shinto ceremonies of purification,  like that one held at

the sanctuary of the fox god of Kusamori or at the opening cere-

monies.

The Concept of “kyu – sen”
A real master doesn’t give demonstration of  a second

arrow. A Mystery of the East  But it is not so incompre-

hensible.

But the Kyu-jutsu is not a game, as it is not a game

the dance  as art, or the mystic experience. As the prof

Jigoro Kano (1860 –1938) said, bow  and arrow are

the value of your heart.

After a brief meditation the archer will widen legs (ashi

bumi) taking a  strong position (dozukuri) to observe

the target intensely.

Decided with it a visual report he will prepare, he bows

(yugame) and nock the arrow  uchi okoshi) holding a

second dart in the right, for the tip.

He will raise the weapon above his head starting to

handle it with a solemn gesture (hikiwake), which
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widens and lowers to understand his figure, while ideally imagines to

embrace the universe (kwai) 

The beauty of this gesture is in performing it without any effort, without

muscle tension, even if the bow  is “strong”. After a moment the arrow

will move, breaking away from the rope and the right arm will balance

the movement in the opposite direction, cancelling out the vibration

that would disturb the shooting of an inexpert archer.

This phase (hanare) is the most difficult. Now the archer returns to the

starting position and seems to look at the result, but instead reflects

on the reality of the past action (zanshin).

It does not matter if the arrow is  planted in the middle of the maki-

wara, on the edge or even has missed the target.

No teacher would consider the  audience so insensitive and mean to

judge the action in base of the result.

Kyoto  XVII century, temple Sanjusangen

– do
These arrows come from the temple Sanjusangen – do (Kyoto),

bought by me and Angelo Balconi, ichiban and blessed by a Shinto

priest. At the same time we remember where between sunrise and

sunset of the first seat of challenge the samurai Hoshino Kanzaemon

from the province of Higo (Kumamoto), he put the target of 8.000 ar-

rows.

The sun rises in the sky while the arrows fly with  a regular basis,

throw with a sure hand. The archer and his judges, Shinto priests, re-

main impassive, but over time the effort begins to mark the samurai

face.

Ten years of preparation are the minimum training time for this test in

which you can participate only once in life.

The ceremony of the “white arrow”
The bow and arrow are noble weapons and worship instruments.

Three are the chairman Amir Barnea, Stefano Draghi, David Toney,

who Gsb wanted to co-opt at the 40th Congress of Rome in 2016.

Three are the uchi arrows - or koshi - that a good archer holds  in the

quiver, nock the first; keeping another reserve in his right hand and

the third in the quiver.

The priests and witches used the bow and arrow to drive away the

spirits. The ceremonial arrows, dissected by a white eagle feathers -

shiro - wasi -, represent the spirit of the heart and the union.

“The heart can not stop,” as the spirit of the arrow when it leaves

hanare.

And this is what is expected from the three Chairmen: GSB co-

founder, Hiemoto Kaigi with Soke Dai Robert “Bob” Clark (1946 -

2012) of “WJJF / Wjjko 1976” It remains to be  sure that the arrow

shot from the dissected  white eagle “depart for studying the” Way

“every day and remains modest”. 

[Shinmen Takezo Musashi no Kami Fujiwara no Genshin (1584 -

1645)]

Dott Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti 

5th Shike Koden ENSHINRYU Honmon ENSHINRYU-BUJUTSU 

Iemote Kaiji co Founder “Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”

“40 years of honour and glory”
Could be yesterday or maybe tomorrow! when I met sensei- today

Soke - Auvo Niiniketo in Liverpool, who was visiting the then Head-

quarters of the Wjjf.

A “warrior” physique, casual clothing… and the detail he only spoke

Finnish. I remember that soke Robert Clark (1946-2012), said to me:

“Spartaco doesn’t speak Finnish!”

And you know it is not really simple to understand one of the most dif-

ficult languages in the world!!

But that was yesterday!!

Today from the 11th to the 12th March 2017, we are celebrating the

“40th Anniversary of Hokutoryu ju-jutsu”, The Northern style; more ap-

propriate ryu of the constellation of Orion, the star of the samurai.

How many events have passed in these 40 years to remember and

remembering I’ d like to focus on the delivery to the Founder (soke) of

the Hokutoryu  of the 10th dan menjio (ju dan)  which took place in

Helsinki in 2015.

There were present many authorities: the president of the Fias Sam-

bo, Vasily Shestakov (Russia) and the president Wjj Confederation

doct . Paul Hoglund (Sweden).

Why do I linger on this event?

The noble spirit of Soke Auvo Niiniketo, Commander of the Order of

Malta, Grand Cross order of the Roman Eagle -  the first order in the

history dated Caio Mario (157 b.C.-86 b.C.). Caio Julius Caesar (101

BC-44 BC) - it is marked by a sense of humility- giri.

Few today, almost no one to be clear,  would have expected that one

organization over the parts will confer the highest degree (10) of the

pyramid of the dan menjio created by the professor Jigoro Kano

(1860-1938), that to be always  the ichi ban, the  number one,  Auvo

Niiniketo granted the 12 dan, ju nin dan menjio. And the “two levels”

represented the value for the passage of the degree: the 10th delivers

the 8th, the 8th the 6th etc.

Yes, I’m honoured I was the spokesman for that grade with the Wjj

Confederation which later gave in Budapest the 10th dan to Soke Ist-

van Kelemen (2016).

During the celebrations of our-my- 40th anniversary of the “Wjjf/Wjjko

1976” in Rome (9-10-11 June 2016) I received the 10th dan, from two

illustrious colleagues Soke Auvo Niiniketo and Istvan Kelemen.

I have to add that I felt invested with a role that did not suit me… but

the personality and the great friendship with your founder and master

Auvo Niiniketo, led me to accept this honour, that I do not deserve.

“A great man has to have at his side a great woman”, an old proverb

said , and in this success of these 40 long years or short, of the Hoku-

to Ryu, Sonia Raasinia gave a touch of class to the Soke Auvo Ni-
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iniketo.

I drink, so that the spirit of the kami could spin in the skies of Fuji Ya-

ma e dei Tengu- the men- the forest men, are always generous, with

an unparalleled friend, simple and indomitable as Auvo Niiniketo. Osu

Dott Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti

5th Shike Koden ENSHINRYU Honmon ENSHINRYU-BUJUTSU 

Imote Keigi Fondatore “Wjjf/Wjjko 1976”

Stage in Schio: Norcia viva
Pala Romare di Schio 18/19 marzo. 

W Norcia Viva - Adotta una palestra a Norcia. (Adopts a gym in Nor-

cia)

This weekend, 18-19 March, saw the gathering of the Italian ‘clan’ in

support of Shihan Livio Cesare Proia and his group, following the dis-

astrous earthquake which destroyed his dojo. The event was the 30th

year of the Coppa Italia in Ju-Jitsu. 

Unfortunately Shike Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti was unable to at-

tend as he had a prior engagement at the 15th Memorial of his dear

friend, Renato de Ronzi, that Soke Clark and Gsb had in 2002 grant-

ed the title of Soke for Arashi dojo. The three chairmen would like to

pass on to Shihan Roberto and his family their sincere good wishes

and let him

know they

are thinking

of him. 

There were

over 300 in

attendance

and, al-

t h o u g h

Shike’s en-

t h u s i a s m

and direc-

tion on the

mats was

missed - this

did not stop

the partici-

pants giving

the programme their all. 

The children, as always, were excited and motivated and keen to

learn and the adults, it is fair to say ‘left everything on the mats’!

Along with myself representing Ireland, fellow co-chairmen Kaicho

Amir Barnea, Israel, and Syuseki Stefano Draghi, Italy -  Shihan Ka-

men Radev attended from Bulgaria and also several of Italy’s top In-

structors 

On Sunday the event continued with Kata, kick Jitsu and Grappling

competitions and another course which was a great success. 

Grazie to Susheki Stefano Draghi, Shihan Livio, his group and all in-

volved in the organisation of this event for their hospitality and a fan-

tastic weekend.                                               

Kai cho Ireland – David Toney.

Not to forget
“No one dies on earth as long as he lives in the hearts of those who

remain.”

The last 19 March the wonderful building Palafiom of Taranto, was

the scene of a wonderful and evocative event that, certainly, will leave

an unforgettable  memory  for those who have had the pleasure and

fortune to participate.

In fact, thanks to the Association Amateur Sports “Dojo Arashi Taran-

to”, whose pulsating soul is the great master Roberto De Ronzi, there

was the national demonstration C.S.E.N. Karate, in the context of the

12th Memorial “Pino Pozzessere” - Trophy Rainbow kata- and the

15 ° Memorial “Soke Renato De Ronzi” - Kata agonists M / F.

In cooperation with the Puglia Region, the City of Taranto, the Re-

gional Committee Pugliese Coni, the National Csen Presidency, the

Regional Committee Pugliese Csen, the Provincial Taranto Csen

Committee, the Regional Committee Pugliese  Karate Fijlkam, the

WJJKO / WJJF and the  Aiga (Italian Young Lawyers Association)

Taranto section, created a really exciting event from all points of view,

because of the sensibility  of the organizers, known to all, made  pos-

sible to live a very exciting day, both  technical and emotional, with

the presence of 38 sport societies  and more than 700 athletes and

an audience that has invaded the beautiful Palafiom.

Master Roberto De Ronzi, since the first edition, said that this Memor-

ial is organized with the aim of enhancing young people, through

martial arts, always an healthy and vital means for sporting and hu-
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man growth. Moreover, in doing so, it keeps alive the memory of two

men who made ethical rigor and seriousness their aim.

Soon after, in an atmosphere of great emotion, Master De Ronzi an-

nounced the extraordinary presence  of the Shike Giacomo Spartaco

Bertoletti, 5th Shike of Koden School Enshinryu, Honmon - Enshinryu

Bujutsu, 9th dan and founder WJJF / Wjjko and Director the Samurai

Magazine. The Master Bertoletti is a true world authority in the field of

martial arts and sports publishing and his sensitivity is equal to his

technical skills.

To talk about this great character would not be enough ink rivers, as

his charisma and his experience represent a precise point for all true

lovers of oriental disciplines. His preparation in combination with his

sympathy makes him a truly unique and special man.

The day before, a great seminar of Jujitsu was held with Master

Roberto De Ronzi, 8th dan -menjio -Wjjko / WJJF, Master Teacher

Founder of Krav Maga Tactical Defense. An unique opportunity, be-

cause it saw  two important protagonists, experts of this noble disci-

pline, which left  the suspense in the participants, who were able to

enjoy a truly remarkable moment. The stage saw  a massive turnout

of participants, happy and  with great satisfaction even if  they worked

very hard.

Shike Bertoletti gave a wonderful performance in a charming atmos-

phere, in a quiet silence   even from the  children. He started with the

splendid Kokoro No Samurai. In feudal Japan, before the Battle of

S e k i g a h a r a

(10/21/1600) that led to

Tokugawa Ieyasu at the

top of his dynasty, it was

used the   challenge,

Taryu-jiai, among

swordsmen and differ-

ent schools (Ryu-Ha).

Among all emerged the

figure unorthodox of

Myamoto Musashi

(1585-1645), Suiyoio

Sha, a wandering war-

rior, not a ronin, who de-

voted his life to the martial art and rewrote the story of the chal-

lenges Taryu-jiai!

Wjjf Ireland Annual 1st Aid Courses
Recently, at St John Ambulance Headquarters in Belfast, twenty

WJJF Ireland coaches attended to update their qualifications in First

Aid, which needs to be repeated every three years in the UK.

The Federation in Ireland are lucky in that the head coach for this is

also Principal Coach for Ireland, Hanshi Alan Petticrew, and so the

group can have specially tailored attention and gearing the training to

be sport-specific for the type of injuries that are more likely to be in-

curred in Ju-Jitsu. A lot of the clubs, including the Dojo, Headquarters

and the NIJJA – the Governing Body here in Northern Ireland – re-

cently have received funding for new Difibulators, following recent

media coverage of young fit sports people with hidden heart prob-

lems, and training on the use of these was also given.

Hanshi Petticrew provides this course every year voluntarily to sup-

port the coaches in the Federation and the Governing Body subsidis-

es the cost of the course. We would like to thank both for their contin-

ued contribution to our Federation.

Summary Report
The first ever!..WJJF/WJJKO First Aid Course/Accreditation held in

the Australasian Region for its members!

A huge success for all its members who attended on passing their

‘First Aid Accreditation’ for which is compulsory for their Clubs and al-

so goes towards their ‘Coaching Accreditation’, which will be in the



very near future.

We all went through the theory and practical for First Aid with risk as-

sessments and CPR, with a final exam.

The WJJF/WJJKO Australasia will hold another First Aid course for all

its members in 2018.

Congratulations to all.

Thank you all for your support, especially Jason who conducted the

Course!

WJJF/WJJKO Australasia Vice-Chairman

A little samurai is born
Augustin Bogda is the son of art of George Chivaran

our best wishes. Unfortunately  Shihan George

Chivaran has left the Federation for familiar problems.

Who can

know!! 

Ciprys
The Island of the “Famous 100 Knights” of the Order, opens to a new

group:

WJJF CYPRUS Network 

President/Technical director

Andreas Fotiou 4th Dan

Welcome in our family  Wjjf/Wjjko 1976
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Savona 22 March 2017: to Shihan Italo Francucci (6° dan menjio since 2013) for

his 50 years of training ju jitsu, we delivered an honorary diploma “summa cum

laude” by Gsb, Shike Iemoto Kaiji Co founder.

This honour diploma should have been given in Schio (18-19 March 2016)

during the la XXX Coppa Italia promoted by the Sistema Tatiche Defence/Acsi,

but for various reasons it was late.

Seminar organized by Shihan

Steve Pritlove (Bali-Indonesia)
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International Calendar 
07 -09  April  2017  France  stage Hanshi Laurent Haag 

22th April stage in Portugal organized by Nunes shihan

16th May Belgium Bruxelles Euro Budo Festival organized by World Kobudo soke John Therien

18-22 May  Israel Wjjf Israely 25th anniversary

29-30 September and 1 October Gaeta Italy stage Fesik-Koden Enshin Ryu

6-8 October Germany Schwabisch Gmund 

27-29 October Budapest Hungary seminar ju jitsu

20 November - 4 December Misk Belarus 7th international Martial Arts Games

9-10 December Hungary Koden seminar
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